Large-scale circulation classification, weather regimes, and local climate over France, the Alps and Western Europe
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ABSTRACT: By applying the dynamical cluster algorithm to large-scale circulation patterns at various tropospheric levels (Z700, Z500, and SLP [sea-level pressure]), we obtain the so-called weather regimes (WRs). WRs are the cluster central patterns; there is no subjectivity at all involved in the procedure. A red noise test allows one to select the best number of clusters at each level. A comparison is performed between the different level classifications, and highly significant correlations are found. While previous attempts to classify daily circulations in a fully objective way were concerned with mid-tropospheric levels and could not go further back than 50 yr, here we classify 120 yr of SLP patterns. We arrive at the important conclusion that the same 5 WRs are found for the 3 periods 1880–1918, 1919–1957 and 1958–1997. The linkage between these WRs and the local tangible weather is then investigated for both temperatures and precipitation. It is found that the instantaneous departure of local weather from average climate is highly correlated with the WRs, making this approach a challenging and coherent description of local climates. The atmosphere does not merely evolve around its mean state, but instead spends more time around a few peculiar (large-scale) states with specific consequences for local weather. As a result, the WRs may provide a reliable (and moreover fully objective) framework for building downscaling algorithms appropriate for local climate change studies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Intriguingly, the name ‘weather regime’ (WR) has been tied to the most frequent, or the most persistent, mid-tropospheric large-scale circulation (LSC) patterns, not directly to tangible weather. The main purpose of this article is precisely to firmly state the linkage between the WRs and the actual local or mesoscale weather patterns over western Europe, especially over France and a few alpine sub-regions.

The concept of a WR was first introduced by synopticians in the early 1950s; the idea being that, to a certain degree, the atmosphere evolves between a limited number of states. Indeed, anyone living in western Europe during wintertime may observe long periods of mild wet and rainy westlies. But sometimes the westlies suddenly stop, and easterlies bring bitterly cold conditions. During some winters, easterlies almost never blow, but there are also winters with repeated easterly spells which may last for weeks, so that one could approximately say that there are 2 possible states for the atmosphere over the eastern Atlantic and western Europe: the westerly or zonal one and the easterly or blocked one. Indeed, during blocked periods, the mild westlies (and the corresponding Atlantic lows) are stopped by long-lived (blocking) anticyclones over the North Sea or Scandinavia. The famous zonal-blocking transition over the Atlantic and
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Europe has been known for a long time; it was first interpreted as a manifestation of multiple-flow equilibria by Charney & DeVore (1979).

The practical interest in the classification of (large-scale) circulation maps into a few recurrent patterns lies in the observation that local tangible weather depends to a large extent on the large-scale flow. From the early 1950s to the late 1970s, the ‘Grosswetterlagen’ approach was developed in Germany (Gressel 1954a, b, 1959, Schepp 1979), whereas the Lamb weather types (Lamb 1972) were widely used by British synopticians. These classification schemes remain mostly subjective. Fully automatic and objective approaches only developed during the last 2 decades. Although one classifies circulation patterns, the name ‘weather regime’ became generic when referring to the patterns one obtains through objective classification algorithms. These algorithms may be gathered into approximately 3 categories:

(1) In the first one (Hansen & Sutera 1986, Kimoto & Ghil 1993a), WRs are looked for as those states that maximize the probability density function (PDF) in some low-dimensional spaces (typically the space spanned by the 2 to 5 leading PCs).

(2) The second approach is typified by the work of Vautard (1990) and aims at detecting the states for which the large-scale evolution is quasi-stationary in a statistical sense. Such states will naturally display a tendency to persist for a maximum time.

(3) The third approach relies on classification of large-scale patterns as clusters in a rather low-dimensional (but larger than in case 1) space (up to 10 dimensions). More confidence in this approach came with the development of long archives of data, currently encompassing 50 yr. Objective criteria were developed by Michelangeli et al. (1995) in order to select the best number of clusters and to check the significance of the classification.

One may wonder whether these different algorithms lead to similar WRs. Although no clear-cut conclusion can be drawn, it is noteworthy that Michelangeli et al. (1995), who used the dynamical cluster algorithm, a type 3 approach, obtained, over the Euro-Atlantic sector, 4 clusters which could be unambiguously put into a one-to-one correspondence with those found by Vautard (1990), who used a type 2 approach (statistical equilibration); the 2 sets of clusters displayed almost no qualitative differences. Kimoto & Ghil (1993b) introduced a speed of evolution of the atmosphere. Their calculations show a clear tendency of the atmosphere to slow down when it evolves in the vicinity of their type 1 WR centers, which makes these centers also relevant candidates for a type 2 approach. In Section 7, we will discuss the comparison of our type 3 algorithm WRs with types 1 and 2.

Although our main interest in this work lies in the links between the WRs and the local climate (more precisely, the departure from local average climate), we first proceed to the classification of LSC patterns using 3 different large-scale fields. Prior works usually used only 1 such field, typically \(Z_{700}\) or \(Z_{500}\) heights, and could not compare the classes which emerge at different tropospheric levels. Here we look for WR patterns at 3 different levels: \(Z_{700}\), \(Z_{500}\), and SLP (sea-level pressure). We also use more homogeneous data sets, since geopotential heights have been reanalysed. Moreover, the 120 yr of daily SLP patterns enable us to compare the WRs found for different historical periods.

In order to display the influence of a given WR on local climate, we will use the common procedure in which temperatures or precipitation are classified into quantiles. For instance, one expects that, with a zonal flow over western Europe, the warm tercile occurrence will dominate over northern France, or the last decile of precipitation will not occur over the Mediterranean flank of the Alps, whereas blocking easterlies will dry northern France, but favour intense precipitation over southern coastal regions exposed to Mediterranean easterlies, such as Catalonia or Roussillon. We will try to quantify such effects in Sections 5 and 6, in order to test the efficiency of the WR approach in the description of local weather rather than only in the description of local climate considered as some average weather. If the instantaneous departure of local weather from average climate may be reliably assigned to the specific WR present, this suggests that the WR approach may be an efficient one for building so-called downscaling algorithms. Downscaling infers local weather from LSC patterns in a more or less statistical way. It may be an appropriate tool for inferring local climate change from general circulation model (GCM) simulations, but it could also offer an alternative to purely deterministic forecasts when a firm link exists between LSC and local weather.

The different data sets used for classification as well as for local climate studies are described in Section 2, together with our methodology. Then we proceed to LSC classification into WRs in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to a comparison of weather regimes at different levels, and for different historical periods in the case of SLP. The remainder of our work is devoted to investigations of the links between the previously obtained WRs and local climates over France, the Alps, and western Europe, in terms of temperature (Section 5) and precipitation (Section 6). Important conclusions about the reliability of the WR approach to describe local climate as well as to build downscaling algorithms for local climate change studies are given in Section 7.

One may wonder whether these different algorithms lead to similar WRs. Although no clear-cut conclusion can be drawn, it is noteworthy that Michelangeli et al. (1995), who used the dynamical cluster algorithm, a type 3 approach, obtained, over the Euro-Atlantic sector, 4 clusters which could be unambiguously put into a one-to-one correspondence with those found by Vautard (1990), who used a type 2 approach (statistical equilibration); the 2 sets of clusters displayed almost no qualitative differences. Kimoto & Ghil (1993b) introduced a speed of evolution of the atmosphere. Their calculations show a clear tendency of the atmosphere to slow down when it evolves in the vicinity of their type 1 WR centers, which makes these centers also relevant candidates for a type 2 approach. In Section 7, we will discuss the comparison of our type 3 algorithm WRs with types 1 and 2.

Although our main interest in this work lies in the links between the WRs and the local climate (more precisely, the departure from local average climate), we first proceed to the classification of LSC patterns using 3 different large-scale fields. Prior works usually used only 1 such field, typically \(Z_{700}\) or \(Z_{500}\) heights, and could not compare the classes which emerge at different tropospheric levels. Here we look for WR patterns at 3 different levels: \(Z_{700}\), \(Z_{500}\), and SLP (sea-level pressure). We also use more homogeneous data sets, since geopotential heights have been reanalysed. Moreover, the 120 yr of daily SLP patterns enable us to compare the WRs found for different historical periods.

In order to display the influence of a given WR on local climate, we will use the common procedure in which temperatures or precipitation are classified into quantiles. For instance, one expects that, with a zonal flow over western Europe, the warm tercile occurrence will dominate over northern France, or the last decile of precipitation will not occur over the Mediterranean flank of the Alps, whereas blocking easterlies will dry northern France, but favour intense precipitation over southern coastal regions exposed to Mediterranean easterlies, such as Catalonia or Roussillon. We will try to quantify such effects in Sections 5 and 6, in order to test the efficiency of the WR approach in the description of local weather rather than only in the description of local climate considered as some average weather. If the instantaneous departure of local weather from average climate may be reliably assigned to the specific WR present, this suggests that the WR approach may be an efficient one for building so-called downscaling algorithms. Downscaling infers local weather from LSC patterns in a more or less statistical way. It may be an appropriate tool for inferring local climate change from general circulation model (GCM) simulations, but it could also offer an alternative to purely deterministic forecasts when a firm link exists between LSC and local weather.

The different data sets used for classification as well as for local climate studies are described in Section 2, together with our methodology. Then we proceed to LSC classification into WRs in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to a comparison of weather regimes at different levels, and for different historical periods in the case of SLP. The remainder of our work is devoted to investigations of the links between the previously obtained WRs and local climates over France, the Alps, and western Europe, in terms of temperature (Section 5) and precipitation (Section 6). Important conclusions about the reliability of the WR approach to describe local climate as well as to build downscaling algorithms for local climate change studies are given in Section 7.
2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY

Although we are aware that the name ‘circulation regimes’ could be more appropriate, we keep to common practice and call the cluster central patterns we obtain when classifying all the LSC patterns of a data set in an objective way, without any a priori knowledge about the classes (including their number), ‘weather regimes’. Our approach is type 3 (see Section 1), so we identify the most recurrent LSC patterns. As in Michelangeli et al. (1995), we use the dynamical cluster algorithm as implemented in our package ANAXV, which allows a fully objective procedure without any a priori hypothesis about the patterns to be found, or their number. This objectivity stands in contrast to the subjectivity of many older classification schemes (Gressel 1959, Lamb 1972, Scheppe 1979), even if they were automated in their last step. But let us first describe the different large-scale fields we classify, allowing for a comparison of the WRs found at different levels, or for different periods.

2.1. LSC data sets. The daily geopotential heights Z500 and Z700 were obtained from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis project and extend from 1958 until 1998 (Kalnay et al. 1996). They have been spatially extracted at the Climatic Research Unit, Norwich (UK). To make the comparison with the results of Michelangeli et al. (1995) easier, we classify winter month (November to March) daily LSCs, and use the same window of 100° longitude and 40° latitude, centered at 50° N, 10° W, and covering most of the North Atlantic and Europe. With a resolution of (2.5° × 2.5°), it includes 640 gridpoints.

The SLP data were collected at the Climatic Research Unit; the grid resolution is 5° × 5°. They cover a much longer period (1880–1997), which permits very interesting comparisons between different periods. There are some known problems with these data, especially over very high terrain or the Arctic (Jones 1987). However, with the same window of 100° longitude and 40° latitude as above, these problems are quite irrelevant for our purpose.

2.2. Temperatures and precipitation data. In order to emphasize the links between the WRs and the actual weather, we use 4 temperature or precipitation data sets. These sets are of very different nature: the first 2 are made up of daily station archives; the third consists of daily gridded data built up from dense station network observations; and the fourth consists of gridded reanalysis data. More explicitly, we use:

- Mean daily temperatures recorded at 30 Météo-France stations from 1949 to 1996. The locations are shown in Fig. 13.
- The same French stations’ daily precipitation data.
- NCEP mean 2 m daily air temperatures (T2m) on a dense Gaussian grid, restricted to western Europe, extending from 30° to 70° N, and 10° W to 30° E, and including 460 gridpoints. These data cover the period 1958–1997 and are reanalyzed data processed with the NCEP/NCAR model in the same way as the LSC geopotential heights.
- The Alpine Precipitation Climatology (hereafter APC) from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zürich (Frei & Schär 1998), which covers the European Alps area and the adjacent foreland. It consists of a compilation of 6678 station records projected onto a 25 km grid for each day of the period 1971–1995. Each gridpoint corresponds on average to 6 stations. Even the gridded data offer very attractive possibilities for investigations of mesoscale climates, together with their links with the LSC.

2.3. Methodology. In order to classify LSCs, we must first reduce the dimension of the data set, since classification algorithms can only operate in low-dimensional spaces. This is not a problem, since we classify large-scale patterns: WRs are always looked for in the low-dimensional subspace spanned by the low-frequency/large-scale leading empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) (Vautard 1990, Kimoto & Ghil 1993b, Michelangeli et al. 1995). We thus perform a principal component analysis (PCA, based on the covariance matrix, including cosines of latitudes), and keep only a small number of EOFs, typically 10. The precise number of EOFs kept is irrelevant, and almost indistinguishable patterns are obtained by keeping 6 to 10 EOFs or more: the WRs are essentially weakly unstable fixed points which lie in the low-frequency (actually lower than synoptic) subspace of the EOF space. Higher-order EOFs corresponding to higher-frequency/smaller scales simply do not contribute to the WR patterns.

We thus proceed to the classification of LSC patterns within this 10-dimensional PC space. Let us first assume that the number of clusters, \( k \), is determined. Then the goal of the dynamical cluster algorithm is to find a partition of the whole data set into \( k \) clusters that minimizes some criterion, usually the sum of variances within clusters. However, other criteria may be used as well (Robertson & Ghil 1999), such as the sum of the the correlation distances (\( d_c \)):

\[
d_c = 1 - \text{apcc}
\]

where \( \text{apcc} \) is the anomaly pattern correlation coefficient (actually a cosine in the PC space) and \( d_c \) ranges from 0 for perfectly correlated patterns up to 2 for inversely correlated ones. In Section 3.2, we briefly discuss the differences between the classifications obtained with the 2 kinds of criteria. The correlation distance \( d_c \) is also used in Section 5.4 to impose more stringent class membership criteria.
When achieving a particular classification, \(k\), the number of clusters, is an \textit{a priori} fixed parameter. However, we feel that the optimal value of \(k\) should not be a subjective parameter, but should be determined by the data themselves, following an objective rule. Here, we adopt the rule proposed by Michelangeli et al. (1995). Starting from random seeds, the dynamical cluster algorithm finds partitions of the data into clusters. Let us call \(P\) and \(Q\) two such partitions of the same data set into \(k\) clusters, starting from different random seeds. If \(k\) has its optimal value, one would expect \(P\) and \(Q\) to look very similar, whatever the random seeds. In order to quantify this requirement, one defines a classifiability index \(c^*\) which has to be as high as possible. In practice, one uses a red noise test and requires that the ‘classifiability’ of the true data be better than that of an ensemble of artificial data sets generated through a first-order Markov process having the same lag 0 and lag 1 covariance matrices as the true atmospheric data.

The red noise test operates in the following way: for a fixed value of \(k\), and given any 2 partitions \(P\) and \(Q\), we compute \(c(P,Q)\), a measure of the similarity between these 2 partitions, which is equal to 1 if the cluster central patterns of \(P\) and \(Q\) are identical and to \(-1\) in the worst cases. This is done by first computing the \textit{apcc} between any cluster centroid belonging to \(P\) and any belonging to \(Q\). For each cluster belonging to \(P\), one selects its best \(Q\) partner (that with the highest \textit{apcc}), and \(c(P,Q)\) is taken as the minimum of these highest \textit{apcc}. This means that \(c(P,Q)\) measures the correlation of the worse matching pair when matching \(P\) and \(Q\) into corresponding patterns. Fifty classifications of the true data set are generated, and the average \(c^*\) of all the \(c(P,Q)\) gives its classifiability index into \(k\) clusters. In order to set significance limits for \(c^*\), we use the first-order Markov process of Michelangeli et al. (1995): 100 samples of the same length as the true data set are generated, which give 100 values of \(c^*\), which are ranked to find the 90% confidence limits. Then we compare the index \(c^*\) of the true data set with these bounds: values of the atmospheric index above the upper bound indicate a classifiability significantly higher than for the red noise model. Most often, a best value of \(k\) clearly appears.

3. THE WEATHER REGIMES

3.1. Z700 and Z500 WRs

We first apply the above procedure, which sets the confidence level bounds. A total of 6140 winter Z700 maps were to be classified. Fig. 1b displays \(c^*\), the classifiability index, versus \(k\), the number of classes, together with the 10 to 90% bounds. Only the choice \(k = 4\) leads to significant classes from the point of view of the red noise test. The classifiability index \(c^*\) is then so high (0.99) that the 4 cluster central patterns of Fig. 2 do not display any dependence on the initial random seeds. These patterns are obviously the same as those found by Michelangeli et al. (1995). They display only minor differences from the category 2 WRs of Vautard (1990), which were looked for as quasi-stationary points in the 10-dimensional space spanned by the 10 leading PCs. They actually persist for about 4 d on average. Following Vautard (1990) and what is common practice, we name these patterns in the following way: AR (Atlantic Ridge), inducing north-westerlies
over western and central Europe; BL (Blocking), with a maximum positive anomaly over Scandinavia; GA (Greenland Anticyclone), with a positive anomaly over Greenland and a negative one over the mid-latitude North Atlantic; and ZO (Zonal), with an enhanced zonal flow over the North Atlantic. The percentages of days within each class are also displayed in Fig. 2; the thick lines in the right-hand column indicate the areas where the cluster central pattern anomaly exceeds the intra-cluster variance.

The Z500 maps to be classified span the same period as the Z700. With $k = 4$ clusters, the patterns correspond exactly to the Z700 ones: correlations between the anomalies of the matching pairs of Z700 and Z500.
cluster central patterns are all larger than 90%: the 
apcc defined in Section 2.3 is equal to 0.91. However, 
the red noise test indicates that $k = 5$ is preferred (Fig. 
1a). The fifth selected regime displays a strong positive 
anomaly close to Newfoundland, together with a less 
important one over eastern Europe, and may be tenta-

tively referred to as GT (Greenwich Trough). This 
regime does not persist when all-year LSCs are classi-
fied, and therefore appears less robust than others. The 
anomaly patterns for the 5 WRs are displayed in Fig. 3, 
together with the corresponding full Z500 patterns.

3.2. SLP WRs

Although the daily SLP data cover 120 yr, we first 
only classify winters after 1957 in order to make com-
parisons with Z700 or Z500. The choice $k = 5$ classes is 
preferrered (Fig. 1c). It may be seen in Fig. 4 that 4 
regimes have anomaly patterns quite similar to the 4 
Z700 ones. The most outstanding difference relies on 
the fact that the SLP regime we call BL corresponds on 
average to an anticyclonic cell with its center over 
Eastern Europe near the Ukraine. An inspection of its 
central pattern in the right-hand column of Fig. 4 sug-
suggests that this cluster could be a mix of the well-known 
tropospheric BL and the famous Siberian SLP anticy-
clone, the western fringe of which overlaps the most 
estern areas of our Euro-Atlantic domain.

To our knowledge, the SLP patterns have not been 
classified into WRs prior to this work, although many 
subjective classifications exist. We are thus faced with 
the problem of referring to each of them by some 
name. We are aware that the name 'European Anticy-
clone' (EA) could also have been tied to the WR we call 
BL. In the same way, there is some arbitrariness in 
choosing the name West Blocking (WBL) for the fifth 
regime, which could have been called simply Block-
ing. WBL actually favours much colder conditions over 
Europe, with an anticyclonic cell centered over Scot-
land on average.

Before turning to a comparison of WRs at different 
levels, let us briefly mention that we also performed 
daily LSC classification into WRs using all months of 
the year. In this case, each grid point seasonal cycle 
was removed prior to the PCA. Very similar patterns 
(not shown) were found. The red noise significance 
tests (leading to the best choice for $k$) are summarized 
in the right-hand column of Fig. 1. Three points are 
worth emphasizing: (1) Using an angular distance or a 
Euclidean one as above leads to identical conclusions 
for $k$, and almost undistinguishable classifications.
(2) For Z700 and Z500, $k = 3$ clusters are preferred; the 
patterns are identical at both levels, 2 of them being 
the already known as BL and ZO and a third one which 
may be called AR-GA. (3) Five clusters are always pre-
ferred for SLP; they are remarkably similar to the win-
ter classes.

4. COMPARISON AT DIFFERENT LEVELS AND 
FOR DIFFERENT PERIODS

4.1. Comparison between different level WRs

The comparison between WRs at different levels 
may be tackled from 2 complementary points of view: 
one can compare the (anomaly) patterns, but one can 
also look at the contingency tables of simultaneous 
ocurrences of the WRs found at 2 distinct levels. Insis-
tence is put on space with the first approach, and on 
time with the second. From the spatial point of view, 
the similarities between 4 out of the 5 WRs of Fig. 3 and 
the 4 WRs of Fig. 2 are obvious, and this is confirmed 
by apcc calculations: the values of apcc for the matching 
pairs are all larger than 90%.

However, especially for comparisons between SLP 
WRs and mid-tropospheric ones, the second point of 
view may be more appropriate: to a cold sea-level 
anticyclone such as the Siberian one, there does not 
necessarily correspond an upper-level positive anom-
aly. We adopt the latter point of view and compute 
contingency tables of WR occurrences at different 
levels (Tables 1 to 3). The 1 and 99% significance 
thresholds were established by randomly shuffling 
the days 500 times. Numbers in italics are below the 
1% confidence level threshold and refer to a smaller 
number of coincidences than random; bold numbers 
are above the 99% level. The significance thresholds 
are printed in small characters in parentheses below 
the actual number of coincidences: the high signifi-
cance of all the values in Tables 1 to 3 clearly ap-
pears in this way. But let us comment on the results 
in more detail:

• Z700–Z500 (Table 1)—The 4 regimes AR, BL, GA 
and ZO for Z700 and Z500 are in obvious one-to-one 
correspondence. This was suggested by visual 
inspection of Figs 2 & 3. The GT WR seems to corre-
spond to a mix of the Z700 AR and BL.

• Z700–SLP (Table 2)—Similar conclusions hold when 
we compare the Z700 and SLP data; WBL appears to 
be a mix of certain Z700 AR and BL members. It 
appears that the SLP BL coincides, in 20% of cases, 
with the Z700 zonal regime. Indeed, an inspection of 
Fig. 4 reveals that over most of the North Atlantic,
this regime corresponds to a zonal flow which may 
well coincide with an extension of the Siberian anti-
cyclone over continental Europe and/or with long-
lived low-layer temperature inversions over this area 
as in January 1997.
Fig. 3. The 5 Z500 WRs for winters (November to March) between 1958 and 1998. Left-hand column: cluster center anomalies. Right-hand column: full Z500 fields of cluster centers (gpm). Parentheses: percentages of days in each class. GT: Greenwich Trough; other labels as in Fig. 2.
Fig. 4. The 5 SLP WRs for winters (November to March) between 1958 and 1998. Left-hand column: cluster center anomalies. Right-hand column: full SLP fields of cluster centers (hPa). Parentheses: percentages of days in each class. WBL: West Blocking, other labels as in Fig. 2
Once again, the new (Z500) regime GT members are mainly taken from the SLP AR and blocking-like regimes (BL and WBL). This is in agreement with both previous comparisons, since the Z700 BL regime takes members from both BL and WBL SLP regimes.

There are thus highly significant correlations between classifications of LSCs at different levels. The GA patterns deserve some comment: they correspond to almost the same set of days at the 3 levels (the values are impressive in Tables 1 to 3), but the sea-level map displays an anticyclone further north, whereas there is only a ridge at higher levels, further to the south with Z500 than with Z700, given the high latitude of the anomaly; by contrast, the anomalies patterns (left-hand columns in Figs 2 to 5) are quite simi-
Fig. 5. The SLP WR anomaly patterns for earlier periods. Left-hand column: historical period 1880–1918. Right-hand column: 1919–1957. Labels as in Fig. 4.
lar at the 3 levels. Let us point out also that ZO days at one level are almost always classified as ZO at other levels, whereas WBL days (for SLP) never coincide with ZO days at other levels. Such conclusions were not a priori obvious since we classified all day patterns: the LSC for any given day has to belong to 1 among 4 or 5 classes, which forces classes to hold some badly correlated members. There are indeed daily patterns which do not correlate to any WR, so they display only little similarity with the central pattern of the class to which they belong. This may, for instance, explain the large percentage of BL days at all levels. This could be a major drawback; however, the conclusions of Sections 5 and 6 show that this is not the case. In any case, we take the opportunity in Section 5.4 to fix more stringent class membership conditions, with the drawback that not all days will be classified.

4.2. SLP WRs over the last 120 yr

In order to compare the SLP regimes for the period 1958–1997 with those obtained for the earlier periods 1880–1918 and 1919–1957, we repeated the SLP experiment over these 2 latter periods. Data were processed in the same way for each period: we first subtracted the winter mean field at each gridpoint, then performed a PCA, and finally classified the data within the space of the 10 leading PCs. The following features emerged:

- 1880–1918—The dynamical cluster algorithm selects only 4 clusters for this period. A visual inspection shows that the regime GA is no longer selected, although the WBL pattern (Fig. 5, left-hand column) has been a little distorted into a pattern somewhat intermediary between the WBL and GA patterns of Fig. 4.

- 1919–1957—For this more recent period, 5 clusters are preferred. They are actually indistinguishable from the 5 WRs of the period 1958–1997 (compare the right-hand column anomaly maps in Fig. 5 and the left-hand column ones in Fig. 4).

This comparison of the WRs found for the last three 39 yr periods then leads us to the important conclusion that the most recurrent LSC patterns have been very stable during at least the last 120 yr. The fact that 4 clusters are preferred for the earlier period is not a problem, since, if one nevertheless tries $k = 5$ for this period, the same 5 patterns are recovered as for the final 2 periods.

Taking advantage of this stationarity, it becomes possible to classify all winter LSCs between 1880 and 1998 according to the 5 WRs of the period 1958–1997. In Fig. 6, we plot the number of occurrences of a given WR per winter, together with its 10-yr moving average. Low frequency variability clearly appears. Very low frequency dominates in WBL and ZO. Notice, in particular, the increase of ZO (Hurrell & van Loon 1997) over the last 25 yr and the corresponding decrease of

![Fig. 6. Number of occurrences per winter for the 5 SLP WRs during the last 120 yr. Thin line: original signal; thick line: 10 yr running mean. GA: Greenland Anticyclone; AR: Atlantic Ridge; BL: Blocking; WBL: West Blocking; ZO: Zonal](image-url)
WBL, after a ‘plateau’ during the break in the Northern Hemisphere warming (notice, however, that it is during the recent 1995–1996 winter that one can observe the highest WBL frequency for 120 yr!).

In Table 4, we give the average monthly frequency (in %, from November to March) of each of the 5 SLP WRs for the 3 historical periods. The most striking features which emerge are the following: (1) When averaged over 40 yr periods, the yearly frequencies of the WRs essentially display no significant secular trends. (2) WBL frequency displays a pronounced minimum in December and January and strongly increases during the next 2 mo. (3) GA also becomes more frequent in late winter. (4) In contrast, ZO frequency peaks in December and January, and then strongly decreases. One should note that all these features can be observed for the 3 periods.

5. WEATHER REGIMES AND LOCAL TEMPERATURES

5.1. Methodology

In order to determine the influence of WRs on local climate, we first classify local temperatures into terciles (warm, mean, and cold). Once this has been done, we select the subset of days for which a given WR occurred and compute the local frequency of each of the previous temperature categories for this subset of days. Most often, this frequency changes and departs from its climatic value of one-third. We perform these investigations for 2 separate temperature data sets: we check the WR influence on the cold and warm tercile occurrences for both the 30 Météo-France station observed temperatures and the Western Europe NCEP reanalysed gridpoint T2m temperatures (see Section 2.2 for more details about data).

The change of frequency of a given category is computed in the following way, i.e., for the SLP WRs: once the temperatures have been classified into terciles, we compute for each gridpoint or station the $3 \times 5$ contingency table associated with the 3 temperature categories and the 5 SLP WRs: we count, for instance, the number of days with a simultaneous occurrence of each temperature category at the selected location and of the regime ZO. We may then compute the percentage of cold days within ZO days and compare it to 33%, the climatic percentage of cold days. If this percentage falls to say 11%, we conclude that it changed by a factor $-66$%; notice that such changes may be larger than +100%. We also compute the 95% significance thresholds based on randomly reshuffling the days 100 times.

### Table 4. Relative frequency (%) of the 5 SLP WRs for the different winter months and the historical periods. AR: Atlantic Ridge; BL: Blocking; GA: Greenland Anticyclone; WBL: West Blocking; ZO: Zonal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nov–Mar mean: 21 19 21 25 23 23 16 18 16 18 18 18 20 19 19 19
5.2. Temperatures at French stations and SLP

The relative changes of cold day frequency for the 5 SLP WRs are displayed in Fig. 7. Non-significant departures from the climatic average correspond to the shaded areas. One of the most outstanding changes is the almost doubling (100% increase) of cold days with WBL at most stations (the increase is slightly lower in the south). By contrast, with ZO, cold days become very rare (the decrease is by more than 50%, sometimes 75%). Other WRs have less pronounced (but often significant) influences.

Fig. 8 shows the same changes for warm-day occurrence probability. With WBL, warm day occurrences decrease by a percentage between 50% (in the southern-most stations) and 75% (elsewhere). One can also notice the apparent paradox with AR: most stations tend with this regime to record both fewer cold and warm days; AR favours mean climatic temperatures over France!

A preliminary conclusion seems to emerge: at least for France, the WR approach allows a finer description of the local climate than mere ‘average climate’; the atmosphere does not merely evolve around a mean state, it spends more times around a few specific (large-scale) states with well-defined consequences for local weather. We will see below that this conclusion also holds for most of western Europe. In the case of France, we may observe that these most frequently occurring LSC patterns induce more pronounced (either colder or warmer) departures from average climate to the north than to the south.

5.3. Gridded European temperatures with the Z700 and SLP WRs

We display in Figs 9 & 10, respectively, the consequences of each Z700 and SLP WR occurrence upon the cold day frequency; for brevity, we do not discuss the Z500 classification. With BL, GA and ZO, the patterns displayed in both figures are very similar, but AR gives rise to fewer cold days over most of Europe when classification is achieved with SLP. This feature may be related to the fact that the Z700 AR holds many (cold) SLP WBL days, whereas the SLP AR holds a non-negligible amount of (warm) Z700 ZO days (see Table 2). GA at both levels has contrasting influences over European temperatures: the cold-day frequency increases by up to 70% over Scandinavia, obviously due to cool or cold air advection from the NW, whereas it decreases by 40% over Iberia, owing to enhanced warm air advection from the SW, due to more cyclonic conditions. Especially with SLP classification, BL is warmer from the British Isles to Scandinavia, but much colder in south-eastern Europe; the SLP regime which we call BL is actually characterized by an anticyclonic cell over eastern Europe, providing mild oceanic flows over north-western and northern Europe, but cold air advection from easterlies over south-eastern Europe. ZO and WBL have their most outstanding consequences over western France, perhaps because the peculiar qualities of oceanic or continental air are most contrasting there, due to the specific LSC patterns of these WRs (Fig. 4 right-hand column). Whatever the 5 SLP WRs, the agreement between Figs 7 & 10 (restricted to over France) is remarkable, especially when one considers the different origins and nature of the 2 data sets.

5.4. WRs with more severe membership criteria

Although our approach to classification implies that all the daily patterns belong to one of the clusters, we leave this requirement out for a while in order to check what happens if we prescribe more stringent class membership criteria, with the drawback that not all days will be classified. To do this, as in Robertson & Ghil (1999), we introduce a rather severe angular filtering in the PC space, requiring a maximum angle of 45° (apcc > 0.7, or d, < 0.3) between a given day anomaly pattern and the specific central pattern of a WR. In this way, one eliminates days not belonging clearly to one of the WRs. As a consequence, no more than 28% (instead of the previous 100%) of the patterns are classified, but this strong requirement for membership has interesting consequences. The frequencies of these ‘strong’ WRs range from 4% for both BL and WBL, up to 8% for ZO. One can see in Fig. 11 that with GA, the probability of cold days now doubles over Scandinavia; in contrast, with the reinforced ZO class, the probability of a cold day decreases by more than 80% over a large area extending from western France and south-east England northeastward to southern Scandinavia, and eastward to western Poland and Austria, including parts of the Alpine regions. WBL has similar (but opposite) strong local consequences, extending over almost all of Europe: from north-western France to Poland, the cold day probability increases by up to 130–150%, when compared to its climatic average.

All these features reinforce our already stated point of view that the classification of LSCs into WRs does provide an efficient way of describing local departures of local weather from average local climate in a coherent way. WRs could even be used in downscaling approaches to local climate change investigations, starting from large-scale GCM output.
Fig. 7. Change (%) in the frequency of cold days for each SLP WR. Solid lines: relative increase; dashed lines: relative decrease; changes are relative to the climatic mean, which is 1/3. Shaded areas: non-significant departure at the 5% level. Labels as in Fig. 4. Station data from Météo-France
Fig. 8. Change (%) in the frequency of warm days for each SLP WR. Solid lines: relative increase; dashed lines: relative decrease; changes are relative to the climatic mean, which is 1/3. Shaded areas: non-significant departure at the 5% level. Labels as in Fig. 4. Station data from Météo-France.
6. Z700 WEATHER REGIMES AND LOCAL PRECIPITATION

6.1. Methodology

For precipitation, 2 kinds of comparisons were performed. The first relates to the local percentage of ‘wet’ days (non-zero rainfall amounts), and the second to ‘heavy precipitation’ (hereafter HP) days, those belonging to the last decile of non-zero precipitation amounts. WR influence on wet-day frequency are investigated both for French stations and for the Alpine (APC) gridded precipitation (see Section 2.2 for details about these data). For brevity, the discussion is limited to the influence of Z700 WRs.

6.2. Wet-day percentage at French stations

Fig. 12 shows a marked contrast between the Mediterranean region stations and all others. With AR, both western and south-eastern France experience fewer wet days, whereas the extreme north-east records up to 15% more wet days than average. This is not surprising if one considers (see Fig. 2) that during AR days, western Europe is subject to a NW flow, mostly anticyclonic to the SW, but more cyclonic to the NE. The particular orography of France may explain the small wet-day increase also observed near the Pyrenees and to the west and north of the Massif Central. With BL, the precipitation probability strongly decreases almost everywhere. The largest decrease is
Fig. 10. Change (%) in frequency of cold days for each SLP WR. Solid lines: relative increase; dashed lines: relative decrease; changes are relative to the climatic mean, which is 1/3. Shaded areas: non-significant departure at the 5% level. Labels as in Fig. 4. Gridded data from NCEP reanalysis.
Fig. 11. Change (%) in frequency of cold days for each Z700 WR, but with a more stringent cluster membership criterion through an additive angular filtering, keeping only 28% of days (see text, Section 5.4; compare Fig. 9). Solid lines: relative increase; dashed lines: relative decrease; changes are relative to the climatic mean, which is 1/3. Shaded areas: non-significant departure at the 5% level. Labels as in Fig. 4. Gridded data from NCEP reanalysis.
greater than 60% to the north, but there is a sharp increase over the Roussillon (the French border region north of Catalonia) which is especially exposed to Mediterranean easterlies favouring intense precipitation (Plaut et al. 2001 this issue), or even extreme flooding, such as the recent ones in mid-November 1999, when precipitation amounts locally exceeded 500 mm in 24 h. With GA, there is a large increase in wet days over the whole country. This increase is much smaller over the Roussillon due to lee effects, but is a maximum over the extreme south-east, where a specific class of LSC patterns which includes a low west of Brittany in addition to a Greenland high, actually favours intense precipitation (Plaut et al. 2001). Finally, with ZO days, there is a sharp contrast between the more Mediterranean regions and all others. Wet-day probability rises by up to 40% in the NW, but decreases by up to 20% in the SE, partially due to lee effects with the westerlies.

Correlation patterns between the November to March total precipitation and the frequency of each Z700 WR were also computed. The patterns are very similar to those of Fig. 12, which suggests again that the WR approach is relevant if one wishes to coherently describe the local climate departure from average: at least a large amount of this departure for a given period is very likely to originate in anomalous WR frequencies. We display in Fig. 13 the correlation pattern between the winter precipitation and the number of ZO occurrences. France is divided into 2 parts: one-third (roughly SE), with decreased rainfall

---

**Fig. 12.** Changes (%) in wet day frequency for each Z700 WR, as compared to local climatic average. Solid lines: relative increase; dashed lines: relative decrease. Labels as in Fig. 2. Station data from Météo-France
amounts, and the remaining two-thirds (N, W, and SW), with a positive (exceeding 0.5 at most northern stations) correlation between precipitation and the number of ZO occurrences. Such features are consistent with the recent increase in both the winter NAO index (Hurrell & van Loon 1997) and the NW European countries winter precipitation (together with the corresponding decrease in precipitation in several southern Europe sub-regions [Plaut et al. 2001]).

6.3. Wet days and heavy precipitation over the Alps

We now investigate the influence of Z700 WRs on local precipitation over the Alpine region using the APC dense gridded precipitation data. Figs 14 & 15 display 2 outstanding features. Firstly, many meso-structures appear, which characterize the way in which the local precipitation data are connected to LSC. Secondly, anomalies very similar to those in Fig. 12 appear for the Mediterranean regions. With BL, HP frequency decreases by roughly 80% in a wide northern third of the APC area (Fig. 15), whereas the wet-day occurrence (Fig. 14) decreases by only 30% on average. Close to Roussillon, HP probability locally increases by up to 80%; BL indeed favours intense precipitations over the

![Fig. 13. Correlation between the November–March total precipitation and the frequency of the SLP ZO WR. Triangles: locations of the Météo-France stations](image)

![Fig. 14. Changes (%) in wet-day frequency for each Z700 WR, as compared to local climatic average. Solid lines: relative increase; dashed lines: relative decrease. Shaded area: not significant changes at the 5% significance level. Labels as in Fig. 2. Gridded rain-gauge data from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology ETH Zürich APC (see Section 2.2). Contour intervals: 10%](image)
coastal area that is exposed to easterlies, as discussed in Section 6.2. With this WR, a large increase in both HP and wet-day occurrence probabilities is also observed over the western Italian Piedmont. For AR, HP frequency increases by almost 60% over the most north-eastern third of the APC domain, where the huge amounts of snow in February 1999 was the result of persistent northwesterly flow. For GA, the increase exceeds 100% over the French southern Alps. With ZO, the HP probability increase is over 40% in a rather small north-western sector, whereas a significant decrease occurs over the French southern Alps, over Languedoc-Roussillon, but also in the Italian Piedmont.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We classified 40 yr of winter daily Z500, Z700, and SLP LSC patterns over the North Atlantic and Europe into so-called weather regimes (WRs), using the dynamical cluster algorithm, a fully objective procedure. Even the number of clusters was objectively established through a red noise significance test. The most significant classifications were into 4 clusters (for Z700) or 5 clusters (SLP and Z500). Classifications performed at different levels were found to be remarkably compatible. 120 yr of daily SLP maps were available. We divided them into three 40 yr periods; each of these periods provided the same 5 WRs, although the yearly frequencies display low and very low (interdecadal) variability (Fig. 6). It was shown that the occurrence of individual WRs had specific consequences for the instantaneous departure of local weather from average local climate. In this way, a nice, objective description of local climate emerged: the atmosphere does not merely evolve around its mean state, but instead spends more time around a few characteristic recurrent states with specific consequences for local weather. Such a point of view is even strengthened by PDF calculations in the space of the 10 leading PCs where classification was performed: radial PDFs around the individual WR directions are found to be

Fig. 15. Changes (%) in frequency of heavy precipitation (last climatic decile) for each Z700 WR. Solid lines: relative increase; dashed lines: relative decrease. Shaded area: not significant changes at the 5% significance level. Labels as in Fig. 2. Gridded rain-gauge data from the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology ETH Zürich APC (see Section 2.2). Contour intervals: 20%
higher by a factor of 20 to 25 than their overall average. Whereas multimodality in planetary wave amplitude distributions (Hansen & Sutera 1986) may be questioned (Nitsche et al. 1994), radial PDFs in our PC space display obvious maxima in the WR directions. In Section 1, we distinguished 3 categories of algorithms for the objective classification into WRs. In Section 3, we found our type 3 WRs to be almost identical to the type 2 WRs of Vautard (1990). The existence of these undeniable PDF maxima shows that they also fulfill the category 1 criterion, except for the fact that we look for them in a larger dimension space than Kimoto & Ghil (1993a) for instance.

These conclusions and remarks reinforce the interest in dynamical-systems approaches to climate change studies, as suggested in Palmer (1993), provided the unstable fixed points may be identified unambiguously with the WRs (which seems to be the case despite minor differences). It is noteworthy that they have almost remained unchanged during the last 120 yr, whereas the time spent per year in the vicinity of each of them was possibly not stationary. The WR approach thus appears to be very likely to provide a reliable framework for building downscaling algorithms appropriate for local climate change study purposes, using GCM outputs as a proxy, since GCM-simulated LSC changes are often expected to be more relevant than mesoscale features of the same GCM.

There are many important points we could not deal with in this paper. For example, there are preferred transitions between WRs, such as ZO → AR (or BL), or WBL → BL (or GA). Transitions are extensively discussed in a companion paper (Simonnet & Plaut 2001, this issue). One could also have combined, for example, SLP and Z700 in order to determine joint WRs. We leave this for further investigation, although we could easily check that 2-level WRs very similar to ours were obtained using simple combination rules for combining the 2 fields. Another important question may be raised: If one is no longer interested in current weather, but in intense events (if not extreme ones, for which a statistical description would be questionable), do the WRs (the most frequently observed large-scale patterns) provide an accurate framework in order to build tentative downscaling algorithms? Intense events are actually rare, so that they may be favoured by rarely occurring circulation patterns, not by the most frequent ones. We address this question in another companion paper (Plaut et al. 2001).
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